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ABSTRACT
Recent radial velocity and transit data discovered ∼ 100 planets in binary or triple
stellar systems out of the entire population of a few thousand known planets. Stellar
companions are expected to strongly influence both the formation and the dynamical
evolution of planets in multiple star systems. Here, we explore the possibility that
planets in triples are formed as a consequence of the dynamical interactions of binaries
in star clusters. Our simulations show that the probability of forming a planet-hosting
triple as a consequence of a single binary-binary scattering is in the range 0.5 − 3%,
when one of the binaries hosts a planet. Along with other formation scenarios, binary-
binary encounters are a viable way of creating planet-hosting triple systems. The
recently launched TESS satellite is expected to find a larger sample of planets in
triple systems, and to shed light on their origin.

Key words: Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics – stars: kinematics and dynamics
– planets and satellites: general – planets and satellites: detection – galaxies: star
clusters: general

1 INTRODUCTION

The discovery of new exoplanets has accelerated over the
past decade through observations with the transit and
Doppler technique. Approximatively 3700 exoplanets have
been confirmed1, most of which discovered by the Kepler
satellite2 (Burke et al. 2014; Coughlin 2016; Mathur et al.
2017). The recently launched transit mission TESS3 will
monitor thousands Sun-like stars for nearly across the entire
sky and is expected to observe a population of exoplanets
that is on order of magnitude larger than Kepler ’s popula-
tion (Ricker et al. 2015).

More than one hundred of the known exoplanets have
been found in binary or higher-order systems. Only two
dozens of triple stars and a couple of quadruple systems have
been observed to host a planet4. Several observational cam-
paigns have shown that stars tend to be born in pairs and
higher-order hierarchies. More than ∼ 40%-50% of stars are
thought to have at least one stellar companion, while ∼ 20%
are observed in triple or higher-order systems (Duquennoy
& Mayor 1991; Raghavan et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2014a,b).
As a consequence, a natural question arises as to whether
the paucity of planets observed in multiple systems is due to
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observational biases or induced by the gravitational effect of
the multiple stellar companions on the planet’s dynamics.

Planet searches usually target single stars and very wide
binaries since close companions make the data analysis more
complicated. Follow-up observations have also revealed plan-
ets in close binary systems (Desidera & Barbieri 2007; The-
bault & Haghighipour 2015). In some cases, one of the stars
appeared to be part of a binary system making the host a
hierarchical triple system. To reveal companions to the host
star, high-angular resolution observations are needed to sep-
arate contaminating nearby stars that lie within the aper-
ture. This makes it challenging to conduct follow-up obser-
vations for both confirmed and candidate exoplanetary sys-
tems (Furlan 2017; Hirsch 2017; Ziegler et al. 2018). While a
simple calculation of the relative fraction of planets in triples
leads to ∼ 0.7% of the population, some follow-up observa-
tions on a sub-sample of known planets have suggested this
fraction can be as large as ∼ 2− 3% (Raghavan et al. 2006;
Mugrauer & Neuhäuser 2009; Roell et al. 2012). Table 1 re-
ports a collection of observations of stellar multiplicity and
planet-host stellar multiplicity. Note that the relative frac-
tion of binaries is defined as Nb/(Ns + Nb + Nth), where
Ns, Nb, and Nth are the number of single, binary and triple
(or higher order) systems, respectively. Similarly, the rela-
tive fraction of triples (or higher order) systems is defined
as Nth/(Ns +Nb +Nth).

The nearest star system to the Sun is a triple made
of the binary α Centauri with an outer companion, Prox-
ima Centauri (Kervella et al. 2017), hosting a terrestrial-
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Table 1. Multiplicity of Solar-like stars and exoplanet host stars.

Single Binary Triple or higher Multiple (N> 1) Ref.

Solar-like stars

54 % 34 % 12 % 46 % Raghavan et al. (2010)

56 % 38 % 6 % 44 % Duquennoy & Mayor (1991)

41 % 46 % 13 % 59 % Tokovinin (2014a,b)

Exoplanet host stars

77.1 % 19.8 % 3.1 % 22.9 % Raghavan et al. (2006)

82.8 % 14.8 % 2.4 % 17.2 % Mugrauer & Neuhäuser (2009)
88.0 % 9.9 % 2.1 % 12.0 % Roell et al. (2012)

Table 2. Models: label, mass of stars in first binary (m1 = m2), mass of stars in second binary (m3 = m4), semi-major axis of first
binary (a1), semi-major axis of second binary (a2), eccentricity of first binary (e1), eccentricity of second binary (e2), velocity dispersion

(σdisp), planet’s semi-major axis (aP ).

Name m1 = m2 ( M�) m3 = m4 ( M�) a1 (AU) a2 (AU) e1 e2 σdisp ( km s−1) aP (AU)

Model 1 1;3;5 1 10;20;50;100 10;20;50;100 0 0 3 1
Model 1b 1 1;3;5 10;20;50;100 10;20;50;100 0 0 3 1

Model 2 1;3;5 1 10 10 0;0.2;0.4;0.6 0 3 1

Model 3 1;3;5 1 10 10 0 0 3 0.1;0.5;1
Model 4 1 1 10;20;50;100 10;20;50;100 0 0 0.1;0.3;0.5;1;2;3 1

mass planet in Proxima’s habitable zone (Anglada-Escudé
et al. 2016). Stellar companions could have a profound in-
fluence on the planet formation process, truncating disks
and enhancing accretion and photoevaporation, as well as
the dynamical instability, e.g. due to Kozai-Lidov resonances
(Naoz et al. 2013; Dutrey et al. 2016).

The gravitational influence of stellar companions is ex-
pected to strongly affect planetary system formation (Wang
et al. 2014). Nevertheless, the difficulty in identifying plan-
ets in binary and multiple systems has left the significance
of this effect uncertain. While planet formation and stabil-
ity in binary stars has been investigated in several papers
(Naoz et al. 2013; Kraus et al. 2016), little attention has
been dedicated to planets in triple stars due to the absence
of a large enough sample. Four different channels can make
planets in triple systems: binary-binary scatterings (Porte-
gies Zwart & McMillan 2005), primordial triple formation
(Domingos et al. 2015), capture of planets by a triple (Perets
& Kouwenhoven 2012), and capture of stars with planets by
binaries (Moeckel & Clarke 2011). In this paper, we consider
the dynamical origin of planets in triple systems as a conse-
quence of binary-binary scatterings in star clusters, as first
proposed by Portegies Zwart & McMillan (2005). Binary-
binary encounters may dominate the cluster dynamics even
for a relatively moderate fraction of stars in binaries (Leigh
& Geller 2013), which might be common in the majority of
clusters (Fragione, Capuzzo-dolcetta & Kroupa 2017). For
the first time, we directly include a planet in the scatter-
ing experiments. Our planet is originally bound to a star in
one of the two binaries. We consider different masses, orbital
semi-major axis and eccentricities of the stars in the binary,
and also different values for the planetary semi-major axis.
Finally, we study how the diverse local environments affect
the dynamical formation of planets in triple systems.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the methods and initial conditions we used in our
scattering experiments. In Section 3, we present the results
of our N -body calculations. Finally, we discuss the implica-
tions of our findings in Section 4.

2 METHOD

Our scattering experiments were performed primarily using
fewbody, a numerical toolkit for simulating small-N gravi-
tational dynamics (Fregeau et al. 2004). In total, we ran 25k
scattering experiments for each set of initial conditions for
a total of ∼ 2.6 million simulations.

The initial conditions of our runs are summarized in
Table 2. We consider equal mass binaries (i.e. m1 = m2

and m3 = m4) made up of 1-3-5 M� stars with initial semi-
major axis (a1 = a2) between 10 AU and 100 AU, and initial
eccentricities e1 = 0-0.6 and e2 = 0. We fix the mass of the
planet to Jupiter mass and vary its initial semi-major axis
in the range 0.1-1 AU. Finally, we fix the relative velocity
of stars to the velocity dispersion of the host cluster, which
we vary in the range σdisp = 0.1-3 km s−1. We sample the
impact parameter from a distribution

f(b) =
b

2b2max

, (1)

where bmax is the maximum impact parameter defined by

bmax = pmax

√
1 +

2GMT

pmaxσ2
disp

, (2)

where MT = m1 + m2 + m3 + m4 + mP is the total mass
of the system, σdisp is the velocity dispersion, and pmax is
the maximum pericentre distance of the binary-binary en-
counter. We set pmax = 5(a1 + a2) (Heggie & Rasio 1996).
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A dynamical origin for planets in triple stars 3

Six angles describe the relative phases and orientations
of the system. Given the plane of motion of the two binaries
centres of mass, the relative inclinations of the orbital planes
of the two binaries constitute the first set of angles. The
initial relative phases of the stars in each binary add two
more angles. Finally, the inclination of the planet orbit with
respect to the host binary orbital plane and the initial phase
of the planet along its orbit yield the last two angles. For
all our scattering experiments, these phase and orientation
angles are chosen randomly, so that the outcomes represent
averages over these quantities.

We choose the initial separation of the two systems to
be the distance at which the tidal perturbation on each
system has a fractional amplitude δ = Ftid/Frel = 10−5,
where Ftid and Frel are the initial tidal force and the relative
force between each component of the system, respectively
(Fregeau et al. 2004; Antognini & Thompson 2016). Ignor-
ing the planet, there are four outcomes of a binary-binary
encounter: (i) two binaries (2+2); (ii) a triple and a sin-
gle star (3+1); (iii) a binary and two single stars (2+1+1);
(iv) complete ionizations (1+1+1+1). The latter outcome
is possible, but extremely rare (Leigh et al. 2016). When
the planet is taken into consideration, it can be bound to a
star in one of the above hierarchies or can be ejected being
unbound to any of them. fewbody classifies the N-body sys-
tem into a set of independently bound hierarchies and con-
siders a run completed when their relative energy is positive
and the tidal perturbation on each outcome system is 6 δ.
Moreover, fewbody checks the stability of the outcomes
through the Mardling & Aarseth (2001) stability criterion
for hierarchical triple systems,

aout
ain

>
2.8

1− eout

[(
1 +

mout

min

)
1 + eout√
1− eout

]2/5(
1− 0.3i

180◦

)
,

(3)
where min = min,1 + min,2 is the total mass of the inner
binary, mout is the mass of the outer companion and eout
its orbital eccentricity, and i is the relative inclination be-
tween the inner and outer orbit. In the case of a hierarchi-
cal quadruple system, as in the case of a triple containing
a planet, we first apply the triple stability criterion to the
inner triple, then to the outer triple, approximating the in-
nermost binary as a single object (Fregeau et al. 2004).

3 RESULTS

We consider in total 5 different models, as summarised in
Table 2. In each model, we fix all the parameters, but one,
which assumes the different values reported in Table 2. Addi-
tionally, in all the models, we consider different mass ratios
q = M12/M34 (where M12 is the total mass of the initial
planet-host binary and M34 is the total mass of the sec-
ond binary) by fixing the mass of the stars in one of the
two binaries to 1 M� and varying the masses of the stars
in the second binary in the range 1 − 5 M�. We assign the
planet to one of the two stars in the first binary (i.e. ei-
ther to m1 or m2). In Model 1, we study the effect of the
initial binary semi-major axis, by considering a1 = a2 in
the range 10-100 AU, while fixing both initial eccentricities
e1 = e2 = 0, the velocity dispersion σdisp = 3 km s−1, and
the planet semi-major axis ap = 1 AU. To consider how
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Figure 1. Final distribution of inner semi-major axis ain and
outer semi-major axis aout of dynamically formed triples with a
planet in Model 1 for m1 = m2 = 1 M� (top), m1 = m2 = 3 M�
(center) and m1 = m2 = 5 M� (bottom).
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Figure 2. Final cumulative distribution of the eccentricity of the planet (top), of the eccentricity of the inner orbit ein (centre) and

of the eccentricity of the outer orbit eout (bottom) in dynamically formed triple stars that host a planet in Model 2. We also plot the
thermal distribution, i.e. F (e) = e2. Left panels: m1 = m2 = 1 M�; right panels: m1 = m2 = 5 M�.
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A dynamical origin for planets in triple stars 5

the initial mass ratio q affects the results, we ran Model 1b,
where the planet-host binary is less massive than the sec-
ond binary (q < 1). In Model 2, we analyse the effect of
the initial binary eccentricity (e1 = 0 − 0.6 and e2 = 0) on
the fate of the binary-binary scattering, for a1 = a2 = 10
AU, σdisp = 3 km s−1 and ap = 1 AU. In Model 3, we study
the role of the initial planetary semi-major axis by varying
it in the range ap = 0.1 − 1 AU, while a1 = a2 = 10 AU,
e1 = e2 = 0 and σdisp = 3 km s−1. In Model 4, we study
the effect of the velocity dispersion by considering the range
σdisp = 0.1− 3 km s−1 for different values of the semi-major
axis and aP = 1 AU.

Figure 1 shows the final distribution of inner semi-major
axis ain and outer semi-major axis aout of dynamically
formed triples with a planet in Model 1 for m1 = m2 = 1 M�
(top), m1 = m2 = 3 M� (center) and m1 = m2 = 5 M�
(bottom). For all mass ratios q, different regions of the ain-
aout plane are populated by triples formed from binaries
with different initial semi-major axis. We note that the inner
semi-major axis, ain, is distributed around a central value
that corresponds to the initial binary semi-major axis, while
the outer semi-major axis, aout, spans a range from a few
times the initial binary semi-major axis to a few thousands
AU. The plane ain-aout offers an important flag for binaries
whose interaction leads to a triple star system: the larger
the initial binary semi-major axis is, the bigger is the inner
semi-major axis of the triple.

In our runs, the planet is always assigned to one of
the two stars of the first binary (i.e. m1 or m2), which can
be more massive than the second binary, whose masses are
fixed at m2 = m3 = 1 M�. We also ran Model 1b, where the
masses of the stars in the first binary were fixed to 1 M�,
with m3 = m4 of either 3 M� or 5 M� (i.e. mass ratio q < 1).
When two binaries of different masses interact and form a
triple, the inner binary in most of the cases is made up of
the more massive initial binary with an outer companion
captured from the initial less-massive binary. We find that
the relative probability of forming a triple with a planet is
smaller (∼ 30 − 40%) in Model 1b than in Model 1. If the
planet is initially hosted by the more massive binary (as in
Model 1), it will likely orbit one of the stars in the inner
binary of the dynamically formed triple. On the other hand,
if the planet is initially hosted by the less massive binary
(as in Model 1b), it will orbit the outer star of the dynam-
ically formed triple. As noted, the outer star is captured in
this case from the initially lighter binary, while the former
companion is ejected. Since either the planet-hosting star or
the other star in the less-massive binary can be ejected, the
probability of hosting a planet in the final triple is smaller
in Model 1b than in Model 1.

We show the cumulative distributions of the eccentric-
ity of the planet, of the inner orbit and outer orbit of the
dynamically formed triples hosting a planet in Fig. 2, both
for m1 = m2 = 1 M� (left panels) and for m1 = m2 = 5 M�
(right panels). Independently on the mass ratio of the in-
volved binaries and initial binary eccentricity, the cumula-
tive distribution of planet eccentricities in the final triples is
roughly linear. We note that we removed from the analysis
planets that end with an eccentric orbit whose pericentre is
smaller than the sum of the star and planet radii. While for
q = 1 this fraction is quite small (∼ 5− 7%), for q = 5 it is
roughly a quarter of all the systems. The initial eccentric-
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Figure 3. Final distributions of planet semi-major axis for m1 =
m2 = 1 M� (top), m1 = m2 = 3 M� (center) and m1 = m2 =
5 M� (bottom), in Model 3.
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Figure 4. Branching ratios (probability of outcome in percent)

of triples with a planet as function of the velocity dispersion and

different semi-major axis in Model 4.

ity also plays an important role: the larger e1, the larger is
the fraction of planets that collide with their host star. The
effect of the mass ratio is clear for the distribution of the ec-
centricity of the inner orbit, which is thermal (i.e. F (e) = e2)
in the case q = 1, and deviates significantly from it for the
case q = 5. Finally, the eccentricity of the outer orbit, eout,
is always thermally distributed independently of the mass
ratio.

In Model 3, we study the role of the initial planetary
semi-major axis, aP . Figure 3 reports the final distributions
of the semi-major axis of planets in dynamically formed
triples for m1 = m2 = 1 M� (top), m1 = m2 = 3 M� (cen-
ter) and m1 = m2 = 5 M� (bottom), as function of the
initial aP . The final semi-major axis is mostly determined
by the initial semi-major axis, having a distribution peaked
at the initial aP with a spread that is larger for a larger ini-
tial semi-major axis. Changes of the planet semi-major axis
from its initial values may be due to both the intrinsic evo-
lution of the binary and the binary-binary encounter. The
smaller the initial aP is, the larger is the number of plan-
ets that merge with their parent star (resulting in removal
from the plotted distributions), but also the larger is the
probability of forming triples with a planet. Figure 3 shows
also the number of planets that are in dynamically formed
triples out of the same number of total simulations (25k for
each combination of q and aP ). We find that the number of
systems is larger when the mass ratio is larger. The more
likely output of a massive binary interacting with a lighter
binary is either the ionization of the second binary or the
capture of one of the stars in the lighter binary, that forms
a bound triple with the more massive binary. The larger the
mass ratio, the larger is the probability to form a bound
triple by capturing a third companion.

Figure 4 reports the branching ratios (BRs), i.e. the
probability of the outcome, for dynamically formed triples as
function of the velocity dispersion of the binaries, for differ-
ent initial semi-major axis (a1 = a2; Model 4). The velocity
dispersion depends on the environment where binary-binary

events take place, namely the host star cluster. Open clus-
ter environments have typical velocity dispersions σdisp ≈
1 km s−1, while globular clusters have larger velocity disper-
sions, σdisp ≈ 10 km s−1. We find that the maximum likeli-
hood of forming triple systems hosting a planet is achieved
when σdisp . 1 km s−1, i.e. the typical velocity dispersion of
open clusters. In this regime, we find that the probability
that a dynamically formed triple is a planet-hosting triple
is of the order of ∼ 0.5 − 1.5%. As discussed previously in
Fig. 3, larger mass ratios increase this probability and could
enhance the fraction of dynamically formed planet-hosting
triples up to ∼ 3%.

4 CONCLUSIONS

About two dozens of triple star systems have been observed
to host a planet. Several follow-up observations on the stellar
multiplicity of planet-host stars have revealed that ∼ 2.5%
of planets are in triple and multiple systems (Raghavan et al.
2006; Mugrauer & Neuhäuser 2009; Roell et al. 2012). In this
paper, we have considered a dynamical origin for planets in
triple systems as a consequence of binary-binary scatterings
in star clusters (Leigh & Geller 2013), as firstly proposed by
Portegies Zwart & McMillan (2005). For the first time, we
have included directly the planet in the scattering experi-
ments.

We have examined different masses, mass ratios, or-
bital semi-major axis and eccentricities for the stars in the
binaries that undergo binary-binary interactions. We have
shown that different regions of the ain-aout plane are popu-
lated by dynamically formed triples for all the mass ratios,
with the inner semi-major axis distributed around a central
value that corresponds to the initial binary semi-major axis,
while the outer semi-major axis spans the range from a ∼
few times the initial binary semi-major axis to a ∼ few thou-
sands AU. Moreover, while the final eccentricity of the outer
orbit in the formed triples is thermally distributed, the inner
orbit eccentricity deviates from it when the initial binaries
have different masses.

We have also analysed the role of the initial planet semi-
major axis. We found that the smaller the initial aP is, the
larger is the number of planets that merge with their parent
star, but also the larger is the probability of forming planet-
hosting triples. Moreover, large mass ratios imply a larger
number of hierarchical triples.

Finally, we studied how the local environments affect
the dynamical formation of planets in triple systems by con-
sidering different velocity dispersions σdisp. We found that
the maximum likelihood of forming triple systems is for
σdisp . 1 km s−1, i.e. the typical velocity dispersion of open
clusters. For this case, we calculated a formation probability
of the order ∼ 0.5− 3%.

Our results suggest that binary-binary encounters are
a viable way of creating planet-hosting triple systems, in
the mass range studied in this paper. We note that in our
models we always assume that only one of the stars in the
two binaries hosts a planet. However, more than one star
could host a planet, or even a multi-planetary systems, thus
enhancing the rates. At the same time, some binaries might
not host planets at all, thus reducing the formation probabil-
ity. Also, the long-term evolution of these systems is crucial
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A dynamical origin for planets in triple stars 7

in understanding how many of them are stable and observ-
able. Finally, we also note that our results are connected
to the origin and stability of planets in S-type orbits in bi-
nary stars, whose exact relation to the model presented in
this paper deserves future work (Thebault & Haghighipour
2015).

The origin of planets in triple systems is still highly de-
bated. The question which of the proposed formation mech-
anisms (binary-binary encounters, primordial triple forma-
tion, capture of planets by a triple, and capture of stars with
planets by binaries) is the dominant one is still far from hav-
ing an answer. The recently launched TESS is expected to
discover a larger sample of planets in triple systems than
currently known. Future data by the James Webb Telescope,
along with upcoming exoplanets missions like PLATO and
CHEOPS, may shed additional light on the triple star sys-
tems in star clusters and their exoplanet population.
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